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Abstract—Till date, English as a Second Language (ESL) educators involved in teaching language and communication to engineering students face an uphill task in developing graduate communicative competency. This challenge is accentuated by the apparent lack of English for Specific Purposes (ESP) materials for engineering students in the engineering curriculum. As such, most ESL educators are forced to play multiple roles. They don tasks such as curriculum designers, material writers and teachers with limited knowledge of the disciplinary content. Previous research indicates that prospective professional engineers should possess some sub-sets of competency: technical, linguistic oral immediacy, meta-cognitive and rhetorical explanatory competence. Another study revealed that engineering students need to be equipped with technical and linguistic oral immediacy competence. However, little is known whether these competency needs are in line with the educators’ perceptions of communicative competence. This paper examines the best mix of communicative competence subsets that create the magic for engineering students in technical oral presentations. For the purpose of this study, two groups of educators were interviewed. These educators were language and communication lecturers involved in teaching a speaking course and content experts who assess students’ technical oral presentations at tertiary level. The findings indicate that these two groups differ in their perceptions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

WORKPLACE communication and competency studies echo employer demands on the need to equip engineering students with effective communication skills [1]. The concept of effective communication skills is synonymous with the notion of communicative competence. Communicative competence is associated with one’s adaptation of a communication situation by demonstrating skills in appropriate knowledge relevant to the communication situation and context [2]. In other words, communicative competence is associated with the demonstration of one’s communicative skills, knowledge and ability particular to a communicative context. Thus, to be considered competent, a set of competency skills must be displayed.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

The need to develop communicatively competent individuals is accentuated in engineering curriculum context following pedagogical emphasis on learner outcome as stipulated through the Outcome Based Education (OBE). In fact, one of the learner outcomes specify the need for engineers to “communicate effectively” [3]. This shift in pedagogical emphasis toward communicative competence has resulted in tensions among English as a Second Language (ESL) educators and content experts. The cardinal utility of communicative competency requirement is not yet clearly identified [4]. As such, ESL educators and content experts (such as engineering lecturers) are in a quandry over the best mix of subsets of communicative competence needed to create that magic for engineering students in technical oral presentations.

Such tensions are indicated in communicative competency studies which reveal varying competency requirement among engineering students. Among the sub-sets of communicative competence that prospective engineers should possess incorporate technical, linguistic oral immediacy, meta-cognitive and rhetorical explanatory competence [5]. Technical competence refers to content mastery, application of technical knowledge through use of specific technical language and jargon in discussion points of a presentation [6]. Linguistic oral immediacy suggests use of interactive language, visual language, analogies and humorous experiences to create that sense of connectedness with the audience [7]. Meta-cognitive competence is associated to “one’s knowledge concerning one owns’ cognitive processes and products or anything related to them” [8].

Another study mentions the importance of technical and oral immediacy competence as essential communicative competence features necessary for students’ performance in technical oral presentations [9]. In other words, discrepancy exists among educators on the cardinal features required in the sub-sets of communicative competence. Varying perceptions on communicative competence dwell among educators. Studies also indicate a shift in sub-sets of communicative competency requirement toward ESP related competence [10].

ESP differs from General English as it designed to meet specific disciplines, needs and communicative practices of...
particular learners or professional groups [11]. ESP caters to specificity and provides learners with the specific linguistic features and genre used in specific disciplines [12]. However such specificity is increasingly threatened by the move toward generic skills transferable to other multidisciplinary fields. Such move further curtails already limited ESP language materials use in terms of grammar, lexis, register, study skills, discourse and genre.

In the context of this study, the findings seek to ascertain queries to the research question which is stated as:
1) What is the communicative competence requirement perceived by ESL educators and Content experts?
   a) What are the similarities between ESL educators and Content Experts perceptions of communicative competence in technical oral presentations?
   b) What are the differences between ESL educators and Content Experts perceptions of communicative competence in technical oral presentations?

III. METHODOLOGY

For the purpose of this study, 6 ESL educators and 13 content experts were selected by the snowball technique sampling. The ESL educators have been selected as they conduct a speaking course and provide during the foundation years of the students’ engineering program. Content experts are engineering lecturers involved in the assessment of students’ technical oral presentations.

The qualitative phase was conducted to gain an “emic perspective” and record “words of participants” in order to avoid researcher biasness [13]. Semi-structured interviews are chosen as this form of interviewing provided the flexibility to rephrase questions to ensure correct interpretation of the questions.

Prior ethical sanction was obtained to conduct the said study from the participants of the university. All participants were notified that interview sessions would last for 40 minutes to an hour. Prior interview sessions, the participants signed a consent form to acknowledge the purpose of the said investigation. Participants were not coerced into providing any feedback and had the liberty to opt out of the study if they intended to.

According to [14], interviews enable researchers to explore the “range of opinions, the different representations of an issue, and is not centered on counting opinions of people”. Interviews were chosen as one is able to “listen carefully to what people say or do in their life setting” and “position themselves” in the research to “acknowledge how their interpretation flows from their own personal, cultural, and historical experiences” [15]. In cases where clarification was required, loosely semi-structured interviews were conducted with participants to ascertain the said ambiguity.

During the interview participants were required to comment on communicative competence with specific focus on linguistic competence necessary for engineering students involved in technical oral presentations. Generalizations cannot be assumed in such research design but provides an indication of linguistic competence construct from the participants’ perspective.

Interview feedback was transcribed and thematically analyzed using the theoretical framework [16] for analyzing qualitative data. The said framework includes six main steps as “organizing and preparing the data; reading through all data; coding; narrating descriptions and themes; and interpreting data”.

In addition, the Computer Assisted Qualitative Data Analysis Software (CAQDAS) NVivo version 8 was used to statistically analyze the qualitative responses. The text was divided to small units followed by “labeling the exact words of the participants by hand or electronically by software data analysis program” [17]. Percentages were tabulated to indicate the level of agreement and tensions among the educators on the linguistic competency requirement in technical oral presentations.

IV. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

The content of the interview was analyzed qualitatively. The analysis revealed three sub-sets of communicative competence: technical, disciplinary and linguistic oral immediacy perceived important among engineering graduates. As mentioned, technical competence indicates mastery of technical content and application of such knowledge in a communicative context [6]. Disciplinary competence infers ability to include use of conceptual and simplified terminology, technical definition, new academic findings within parameters of study, economic value, real world application and problem solution order [18]. Linguistic oral immediacy captures visual and interactive language that create the engagement with the audience [7].

In other words, linguistic competence infers technical competency or mastery and application of technical content; competency in use of discipline specific genre and findings, and the interactive element to create that magic in technical oral presentations.

As illustrated in Table I, the results indicate that both groups (i.e. ESL educators and content experts) placed high emphasis on two sub-sets of communicative competence among engineering graduates, namely, technical and linguistic oral immediacy. However, the level of emphasis differed among the educators.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Competence</th>
<th>Content Experts’ Perceptions (%)</th>
<th>Language Lecturers’ Perceptions (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Technical</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>83.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Linguistic Oral Immediacy</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>83.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Disciplinary</td>
<td>69.2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For example, the content experts perceived that technical competence should have higher emphasis than the linguistic oral immediacy, whilst the language and communication lecturers believed that both sub-sets of competence should be equally presented as training inputs. Surprisingly, the third sub-set, that is, disciplinary competence, was only prevalent.
among the content experts, but was absent among language and communication lecturers.

The findings also revealed that both groups highly valued only two of these sub-sets: technical and linguistic oral immediacy. This is contrary to previous research in which professional engineers gave high emphasis on four subsets of communicative competency: technical, rhetorical explanatory, meta-cognitive, and linguistic oral immediacy [5].

Nonetheless, the results suggest that both educators (regardless of their training background) and professional engineers possess some common understanding of communicative competence. The content experts, the language and communication lecturers, and professional engineers agreed that technical and linguistic oral immediacy competencies are part of communicative competence. In fact, these two sub-sets of communicative competence were also perceived important by engineering graduates [9].

These cardinal communicative competence features attribute to creating that “magic” in technical oral presentations.

However, the absence of disciplinary competence among language and communication lecturers suggests that that language and communication lecturers tended not to tailor their teaching and learning materials for engineering students. In other words, although disciplinary competence was perceived significant among content experts, the non-content experts would likely not pay attention to the learners’ specific needs, which is one of the absolute characteristics of ESP [19].

The non-customized teaching and learning materials may have been triggered by the lack of ESP materials tailored for engineering fields or educators’ limited awareness or knowledge of the need to do so. This predicament does not assist the engineering students to grasp the relevance of language and communication courses to their needs and eventually makes the learning slower and less effective [19]. Given that engineering graduates are expected to function effectively in their target situations, that is, communicating effectively in their workplaces, they should be equipped with ESP.

V. CONCLUSION

The study indicates the perceived cardinal features deemed necessary by educators to create that magic in technical oral presentations. However, differences in communicative competency requirement among language and communication lecturers and content experts reveal the need for language and communication experts to stress on ESP genre and disciplinary competence. Such effort is necessary to bridge the wide linguistic disciplinary competence disparity between the ESL educators and content experts.

Content experts see the crucial need for the said cardinal features while educators involved in providing the required communicative competence input to graduating students do not see the relevance. Such disparity if left unchecked continues to create tensions in the way educators and novice experts view communicative competence construct.

Efforts must not be spared to accentuate the importance and inclusion of ESP materials in the teaching and learning of communicative competence at tertiary level. In particular, language and communication lecturers should be equipped with training and exposure to authentic genre used among discipline specific organizations or focal groups. Such exposure and input will enable ESL educators at tertiary level to lessen the linguistic tension with content experts.
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